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sparse coding is proportional to the size and the dimension
of the dictionary used, as well as the input dimension. These
makes most existing 1 -solvers less impractical in real-world
applications.
To address these issues, Gregor and LeCun (2010) recently proposed the Learned ISTA (LISTA) algorithm
which unfolds the iterative hard-thresholding (ISTA) algorithm (Blumensath and Davies 2008) – one of the most popular 1 -solvers, into a recurrent neural network (RNN). Beneﬁting from the new formulation, LISTA simultaneously optimizes the dictionary and sparse codes, which correspond
to the weights and outputs of the RNN, respectively. Unlike the traditional 1 -solvers, such as ISTA, LISTA is very
computationally efﬁcient in inference since it just passes the
input through a neural network instead of solving a convex
optimization problem. Although LISTA has received much
attention, it suffers from the following limitations as ISTA.

Abstract
The iterative hard-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) is one of the
most popular optimization solvers to achieve sparse codes.
However, ISTA suffers from following problems: 1) ISTA
employs non-adaptive updating strategy to learn the parameters on each dimension with a ﬁxed learning rate. Such a
strategy may lead to inferior performance due to the scarcity
of diversity; 2) ISTA does not incorporate the historical information into the updating rules, and the historical information has been proven helpful to speed up the convergence.
To address these challenging issues, we propose a novel formulation of ISTA (named as adaptive ISTA) by introducing
a novel adaptive momentum vector. To efﬁciently solve the
proposed adaptive ISTA, we recast it as a recurrent neural
network unit and show its connection with the well-known
long short term memory (LSTM) model. With a new proposed unit, we present a neural network (termed SC2Net) to
achieve sparse codes in an end-to-end manner. To the best
of our knowledge, this is one of the ﬁrst works to bridge the
1 -solver and LSTM, and may provide novel insights in understanding model-based optimization and LSTM. Extensive
experiments show the effectiveness of our method on both
unsupervised and supervised tasks.

1. LISTA (or ISTA) is a non-adaptive updating approach,
which updates the parameters on each dimension with a
ﬁxed learning rate. Such a strategy may not be optimal
in some cases, and lead to inferior performance. For example, sparse/big data usually requires the per-dimension
updating scheme for saving cost and memory.

Introduction

2. LISTA (or ISTA) does not consider the historical information to design the updating rules. A lot of studies in
the optimization community (Qian 1999; Zeiler 2012;
Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011) have proved that incorporating historical information is helpful to improve the
convergence performance of algorithms.

Sparse coding (SC) has demonstrated effectiveness in uncovering semantic information from noisy and high dimensional data (Peng et al. 2016), including image superresolution (Zhong, Lu, and Yang 2012), subspace learning (Peng et al. 2017), background modeling (Cevher et al.
2008), image classiﬁcation (Mairal et al. 2008), users likes
prediction (Guntuku et al. 2016), hashing (Zhou et al. 2016),
etc.
To achieve sparse codes, it generally requires to solve
an 1 -regularization optimization problem, which is usually computationally expensive. Although a number of 1 solvers have been proposed, they may suffer from several
limitations. First, these methods optimize one variable by
ﬁxing others and thus may obtain suboptimal solutions. Second, it is very computationally expensive to the inference of
sparse codes. For each data point, the time complexity for

To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel 1 solver, termed adaptive ISTA, by introducing adaptive momentum vectors to enable per-parameter updates and incorporate historical information. Accompanying with advantages of adaptive ISTA, the disadvantage is the difﬁculty
in optimization due to overmany parameters. To be speciﬁc, our adaptive ISTA needs automatically learning ds parameters, where ds is the dimension of sparse codes, while
ISTA only involves one parameter. To make optimization of
adaptive ISTA tractable, we recast our adaptive ISTA as a
novel RNN unit, named as sparse LSTM (SLSTM), which
could be regarded as a variant of long short term memory (LSTM) (Gers, Schraudolph, and Schmidhuber 2002;
Wang, Gao, and Yuan 2017). Speciﬁcally, we show that the
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Speciﬁcally, by ﬁxing S, (2) reduces to the following 2 constrained optimization problem,

adaptive momentum vectors act as the input and the forget gates in the proposed SLSTM unit. Besides the structure difference in the computational unit, another difference
between SLSTM and the vanilla LSTM is that the former
could generate sparse outputs thanks to its speciﬁcally designed activation function. With the proposed SLSTM unit,
we develop a neural network (termed SC2Net) to achieve
sparse codes in an end-to-end manner.
Although LISTA and our method are RNN-based optimizers, they are different in following aspects. First, our
method achieves sparse codes using a LSTM unit instead
of a simple RNN unit. In consequence, it is able to capture
historic information which is helpful to speeding up the convergence and improving the performance of our model. Second, the proposed SC2Net does not depend on other sparsity optimizers. In contrast, LISTA requires using the sparse
codes given by other 1 -solvers such as ISTA as supervisor.
Such differences make our method working in an end-toend manner possible, thus boosting the performance for un/supervised tasks. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows,
1. We develop a novel variant of 1 -solver by introducing
the adaptive momentum vectors into ISTA to enable perparameter updates and encapsulate the historical information in optimization.
2. We propose to solve the proposed adaptive ISTA by recasting it as a new RNN which is a variant of the wellknown LSTM. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
ﬁrst work to bridge the classic sparse optimization methods and LSTM and may provide novel insights and understandings in model-based optimization and LSTM.
3. Different from some existing simple RNN based solvers
such as LISTA, the proposed SC2Net is not an approximation to existing sparse coding approaches. Instead, it is
a data driven sparse coding approach and does not require
the precomputed sparse codes.

The above problem is the well-known ridge regression problem, which has a closed-form solution.
By ﬁxing B, (2) reduces to the sparse approximation
problem which aims to represent the input x by a linear combination of B as follows,

xi − Bsi 2F + λsi 1 .
(4)
min
s

i

The iterative hard-thresholding (ISTA) algorithm is one of
the most popular solvers to solve (4). Basically, ISTA decomposes the objective of (4) into two parts: the differentiable part g(s) = x − Bs2F , which is updated by the
gradient descent algorithm, and the 1 regularization part,
which is updated by the hard thresholding operator. The updating formula can be mathematically expressed as



(5)
s(t) = sh(λτ ) s(t−1) − τ g s(t−1) ,
where the shrinkage function is deﬁned as sh(λτ ) (s) =
sign(s)(|s| − λτ )+ . The solution of (5) can be achieved
through the following update rule,




s(t) = sh(λτ ) s(t−1) − τ BT Bs(t−1) − X


= sh(λτ ) We s(t−1) + Wd x ,
(6)
where We = I − τ BT B and Wd = τ BT . Note that (6)
could be treated as a simple RNN. In other words, the 1 oriented optimization algorithm can be reformulated as a
model-based optimization algorithm. The major advantages
of LISTA are twofold. First, it could perform fast inference
once the network achieves convergence. Second, different
from ISTA, LISTA learns a dictionary for sparse coding by
updating We and Wd .
Despite of the success of ISTA and LISTA, they suffer
from the two limitations discussed in the previous Section:
1) updating the parameters on each dimension with a ﬁxed
learning rate, and 2) historical information is discarded during optimization.

Preliminaries

Learning Sparse Coding with Sparse LSTM

i
2

To overcome aforementioned limitations, in this section, we
offer a novel 1 -solver by introducing an adaptive momentum vector into ISTA. To efﬁciently optimize the proposed
adaptive ISTA, we recast it as a variant of LSTM with newly
designed unit for sparsity, termed SLSTM.

si 0 ≤ k, and bj  ≤ 1, j = 1, · · · ds .

The above optimization is hard to solve due to the nonconvexity of the 0 norm. Therefore, it is often relaxed to
the following problem with the 1 norm,

xi − Bsi 22 + λsi 21 ,
(2)
minS,B

Adaptive ISTA

i

s.t.

(3)

bi 2 ≤ 1, and i = 1, · · · ds .

s.t.

Given a data matrix X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ] ∈ Rdx ×n , sparse
coding aims to learn a dictionary B = [b1 , b2 , · · · , bds ] ∈
Rdx ×ds that is used to generate sparse codes S =
[s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ] ∈ Rds ×n for the input data X. The optimization problem can be formulated as follows,

2
xi − Bsi 2 ,
(1)
minS,B
s.t.

X − BS2F ,

minB

Recently, a number of algorithms have been proposed for
optimizing neural networks by incorporating the “momentum” into dynamics of stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
These methods have shown promising performance in improving the robustness and convergence of SGD since the

bj 2 ≤ 1, and j = 1, · · · ds .

To solve (2), a conventional way is to alternatingly optimize B and S, which correspond to two optimization procedures: dictionary learning and sparse approximation.
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momentum incorporates the historically updating information (Qian 1999). To further improve the performance of the
momentum-based SGD, Adagrad (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer
2011) and Adadelta (Zeiler 2012) introduce adaptation into
SGD so that the learning rates are different for different parameters. These methods basically perform larger updates
for infrequent parameters and smaller updates for frequent
parameters. Extensive numerical studies have demonstrated
that the adaptation improves convergence performance drastically over the non-adaptive SGD methods.
Borrowing the high-level idea from these methods, we introduce the adaptive momentum vectors i(t) , f (t) into ISTA
at the time stamp t, which can be formulated as follows,
c̃(t)

=

We s(t−1) + Wd x,

c(t)

=

f (t)  c(t−1) + i(t)  c̃(t) ,

s(t)

=

sh(λτ ) (c(t) ),



 





Double
Tanh

 














 







Figure 1: The proposed Sparse LSTM (SLSTM) Unit.
(7)

where  is the element-wise product of the vectors. Note
that following the above notations, the updating rule in ISTA
can be equivalently expressed as s(t) = sh(λτ ) (c̃(t) ).
Different from ISTA, our method not only takes the current information, but also the previous information into consideration. To be exact, our method formulates the linear
combination of c(t−1) at the previous iteration and c̃(t) at the
current iteration, which are weighted by adaptive momentum vectors f (t) and i(t) , respectively. The adaptive momentum vectors allow combination of two outputs on the level
of parameters, which is different from directly applying momentum methods into ISTA. Although scuh a linear combination may be helpful to give sparse codes, we pass c̃(t) into
the shrinkage function again to ensure sparsity. We name this
method as “adaptive ISTA” in the sequel. In adaptive ISTA,
c(t) accumulates all the historical information with different
weights f (t) and i(t) for different iteration t, which is spiritually similar to the diagonal matrix containing the sum of
the squares of the past gradients in Adagrad.

Figure 2: Examples of the Double Tanh (in green color)
function and the Shrinkage (in red color) function.
“output gate” like the vanilla LSTM. The SLSTM unit is
achieved by rewriting (7) as follows:
i(t)

=

σ(Wis s(t−1) + Wix x),

=

Sparse Long Short Term Memory Unit

f (t)

σ(Wf s s(t−1) + Wf x x),

c̃(t)

=

One issue of our proposed adaptive ISTA is that it makes the
parameters learning difﬁculty, i.e., how to adaptively determine the values of momentum vectors f (t) and i(t) . Existing
SGD methods, such as Adadelta, solve a similar problem by
empirically reducing the value of the momentum after several training epochs. Clearly, such a strategy is not practical
in our case since the momentum in our adaptive ISTA is a
vector instead of a scalar. Thus, it is preferable to learn f (t)
and i(t) from data.
To this end, we propose to parameterize the adaptive momentum vectors with the output of the sparse codes at the
previous layer as well as the input data, such that f (t) and i(t)
are learned from the data without tediously hand-craft tuning. More interestingly, such an idea could be implemented
by recasting adaptive ISTA as a novel LSTM unit, termed
sparse LSTM (SLSTM), as shown in Figure 1. In the ﬁgure, the “input gate” and the “forget gate” correspond to i(t)
and f (t) , respectively. Note that, SLSTM does not have the

We s(t−1) + Wd x,

c(t)

=

f (t)  c(t−1) + i(t)  c̃(t) ,

s(t)

=

h(D,u) (c(t) ),

(8)

where W∗ denotes the weight matrices, e.g., Wis is the matrix of weights from the input gate to the outputs, σ(x) =
1
1+e−x , and h(D,u) = D(tanh(x + u) + tanh(x − u)).
The variables u and D denote a trainable vector and a diagonal matrix, respectively. It is worth noting that we use
the smooth and differentiable nonlinear activation function
named as “Double tanh” (Gregor and LeCun 2010) instead
of the shrinkage function for following two reasons. On one
hand, the cell recurrent connection needs a function whose
second derivative sustains for a long span to address the
vanishing gradient problem (Chung et al. 2014). On the
other hand, the Double tanh function could approximate
the shrinkage function well within the interval of [−u, u].
Figure 2 illustrates the difference between the Double tanh
function and the shrinkage function.
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(a) Unsupervised SLTSM.
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Figure 3: The Architecture of SC2Net.
To further control the sparsity of the solution, the 1 loss is
also considered in our formulation. The overall cost function
for SC2Net is deﬁned as follows,1
2



x − 1 WdT s + λs1 .
(10)


τ
F

Recall that both ISTA and LISTA generate the output
of sparse codes exclusively on the previous output. This
kind of architecture leads to the so-called “error propagation phenomenon”. More speciﬁcally, the errors in the ﬁrst
few layers are propagated and further ampliﬁed in the upcoming layers. Furthermore, once the useful information is
discarded in a previous layer, the upcoming layers will have
no chance to utilize the discarded information. Fortunately,
this issue can be alleviated with the usage of the “cell” state
C(t) in our SLSTM. The “cell” plays as another “eye” to
supervise the optimization, which brings two major advantages. 1) It captures long-term dependence from the previous
outputs. 2) It automatically accumulates important information and forgets useless or redundant information in the dynamics of neural networks.

The architecture of SC2Net in the unsupervised learning
manner is illustrated in Figure 3(a). In experiments, our numerical experiments will verify the effectiveness of SC2Net
over RNN-based optimization solvers.

Supervised SLSTM Network
In this section, we further develop a supervised version of
SC2Net with the proposed SLSTM unit. The architecture
of supervised SC2Net is shown in Figure 3(b). Comparing
with unsupervised SC2Net, the loss of supervised SC2Net
is with an additive term to incorporate label information. In
this work, we adopt the popular softmax(·) function

Unsupervised SLTSM Network
LISTA requires additional cost to pre-compute s∗ , which
could be computationally expensive. Furthermore, the performance of LISTA largely depends on the quality of s∗ . To
address this issue, we propose a novel optimization framework for SC, named as SC2Net in short, which reformulates
SC as a LSTM network instead of a simple RNN. Speciﬁcally, the sparsity loss and the reconstruction loss are incorporated into our SC2Net to supervise the optimization process. With the sparsity loss, SC2Net could generate sparse
codes in parallel. With the reconstruction error, SC2Net is
no longer an approximation to existing SC methods. In other
words, SC2Net does not require any prior knowledge to
achieve sparse codes.
For any data point x, the reconstruction loss is deﬁned as:
2



x − 1 WdT s
(9)


τ
F

softmax(Cs),

(11)

where C ∈ Rds ×c is a classiﬁcation matrix to be learned.
Once SC2Net converges, the predicted label of a give data
point x could be obtained by ﬁrst passing x into SC2Net and
then solving the following problem:
arg max softmax(Cj s),
j

(12)

where Cj is the j-th row of C.

Experiments
In this section, we carry out experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed SLSTM for classiﬁcation on several
real-world datasets.

where s is the output of the encoder in the network w.r.t. x
and B = τ1 WdT as deﬁned in (6). Here, we do not learn
the individual decoding matrix. Instead, we reuse the encoding matrix Wd . Such a strategy has two advantages: 1) It
maintains the physical meaning of the original formulation
(6), i.e., the encoding matrix is the transpose of the decoding
matrix. 2) Different from (Rolfe and Lecun 2013), as the encoding and decoding matrix is shared, the computation cost
to train LISTA is reduced.

Setup and Datasets
For fair comparisons, we employ the same optimization
solver, Adadelta (Zeiler 2012), to train all neural-networkbased approaches with a GPU of NVIDIA TITAN X using
Keras. Regarding implementations, we experimentally ﬁnd
1

In the experiments, the network is often learned through minimizing the average cost over a set of training samples using the
stochastic gradient descend method.
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Table 1: Overall Comparison in terms of Classiﬁcation Acc.
Datasets

ISTA

MNIST
CIFAR-10

85.25
35.05

MNIST
CIFAR-10

86.05
51.05

FISTA LISTA
Unsupervised Setting
86.65
85.75
36.75
42.12
Supervised Setting
86.75
87.55
51.75
52.35

LFISTA

SLSTM

85.55
42.75

89.81
65.40

87.95
53.10

94.31
79.53

that all evaluated methods perform stable when λ ranges
between 0.01 and 1. Thus, we ﬁx the sparsity parameter
λ = 0.1 for all evaluated methods in the unsupervised learning setting. In other words, all evaluated methods including
our proposed method have the same objective function with
the ﬁxed λ. The only difference among them are the choices
of the optimization approaches.
In experiments, we compare the proposed SLSTM with
ISTA (Blumensath and Davies 2008), FISTA (Blumensath
and Davies 2008), LISTA (Gregor and LeCun 2010), and
LFISTA (Moreau and Bruna 2017). FISTA is an accelerated
version of ISTA that converges faster, both in theory and
practice. It considers the difference of the last two outputs
of the shrinkage function. The non-neural-network-based
methods (i.e. ISTA and FISTA) adopt the algorithm proposed in (Mairal et al. 2010) to learn a dictionary. LISTA
and LFISTA achieve sparse coding by unfolding the ISTA
and FISTA into a simple RNN, respectively.
We evaluate the performance of these methods using
MINST 2 and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky 2009). MINST contains 60,000 training images and 10,000 testing images sampled from the digits (0-9), where each image is of the size
of 28 × 28. The CIFAR-10 dataset is another widely used
benchmark, which contains 60,000 32 × 32 × 3 color images distributed over 10 subjects. For computational efﬁciency and better performance, we extract features from the
CIFAR-10 raw data using an open access CNN model3 ,
where the last fully connected layer is removed since it is
used to perform classiﬁcation in the original setting. The extracted features are with 2,034 dimensions for CIFAR-10.
Following the experimental setting in (Gregor and LeCun
2010; Li and others 2014), we normalize all images into
[0, 1] and set the size of the dictionary as 100. Note that, we
have also investigated other values for the dictionary size,
and the proposed method consistently outperforms the baselines in these settings.

Figure 4: Reconstructed images on MNIST: The more black
is, the lower error is.

be extended as a cascade model to give discriminative codes
by incorporating the label information into the loss function.
For fair comparisons, we therefore evaluate the performance
of supervised variants of these methods in the same way.
More speciﬁcally, after getting sparse codes with the evaluated methods, we train a logistics regression classiﬁer with
the extracted sparse codes. Table 1 reports the results, from
which we observe that all the methods perform better on
MNIST than on CIFAR-10 because classiﬁcation on the latter is more challenging. Furthermore, SLSTM outperforms
all the baselines by a large margin on the both datasets. This
veriﬁes to the advantages of SLSTM, i.e., the long-term dependence, nonlinearity, and data-driven coding optimization
procedure.
We further evaluate the performance of our method in
terms of reconstruction errors in the the unsupervised setting. Figures 4 and 5 show the reconstructed images on
MINIST and CIFAR-10, respectively. From the results,
one could observe that SLSTM gives better reconstructions
than those obtained by the baselines. Either on MNIST or
CIFAR-10, the proposed SLSTM recovers more details than
the evaluated simple RNN based optimization methods (i.e.,
LISTA and LFISTA).

Performance Comparison

Effectiveness of The Proposed Architecture

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method
for classiﬁcation in supervised and unsupervised setting. In
the supervised learning setting, we utilize the classiﬁcation
result to guide the learning of sparse codes. In contrast, in
the unsupervised setting, we do not utilize the label information to learn sparse codes. As LISTA and LFISTA can also

The proposed SC2Net can also be used to improve some
existing LISTA-like methods. To verify this claim, we take
LISTA and LFISTA as two showcases and denote the corresponding variants by LISTA-SC2Net and LFISTA-SC2Net.
The performance comparisons are reported in Table 2. One
could ﬁnd that LISTA-SC2Net and LFISTA-SC2Net outperforms their counterparts LISTA and LFISTA consistently,
which provides another evidence to the effectiveness of our
framework.

2

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
https://github.com/fchollet/keras/blob/master/examples/
cifar10 cnn.py
3
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(a) Loss vs. Epochs on MNIST.

Figure 5: Reconstructed images on CIFAR-10
Table 2: Impact of SC2Net on Classiﬁcation Accuracy
Datasets
MNIST
CIFAR-10
MNIST
CIFAR-10

LISTA LFISTA LISTA-SC2Net LFISTA-SC2Net
Unsupervised Setting
85.25 86.65
88.75
88.95
42.12 42.75
60.20
60.50
Supervised Setting
87.55 87.95
90.85
91.60
52.35 53.10
71.10
72.48

(b) Loss vs. Epochs on CIFAR-10.

Figure 6: Algorithm convergence analysis.

Convergence Analysis

epoches. Furthermore, SLSTM consistently produces the
smallest loss and outperforms other baselines in all tests.

In this section, we investigate the inﬂuence of the
SLSTM unit on the convergence performance. Moreau and
Bruna (2017) has shown that RNN based optimization approaches (LISTA and FISTA) converge faster than traditional iterative approaches (ISTA and LFISTA). For fair
comparisons, we use LISTA-SC2Net and LFISTA-SC2Net
as baselines in our experiments. In other words, the only
difference among all the evaluated methods is the neural
unit. Figure 6 shows the average objective loss (10) with
increasing training epochs. From the results, we observe
that SLSTM enjoys faster convergence speed and reaches
a lower overall cost than the other methods. With more
epochs, the performance gap between our method and other
tested methods becomes larger.

Related Work
Our proposed architecture SC2Net and the Sparse LSTM
unit are highly related to two topics, i.e., RNN-based optimization solvers (especially, LISTAs) and Long Short Term
Memory Networks. We brieﬂy review them in this section.

LISTAs
Recently, Gregor and LeCun (2010) proposed Learned ISTA
(LISTA) to recast the well-known ISTA as a simple recurrent
neural network. The work has attracted a lot of interests from
the community (Rolfe and Lecun 2013; Sprechmann, Bronstein, and Sapiro 2015; Zuo et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2016;
Diamond et al. 2017; Wang, Ling, and Huang 2016; Zuo et
al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016) since it gives a feasible way to
bridge statistical inference methods and neural networks.
With the simple RNN-based reformulation, sparse coding is achieved by optimizing a RNN. One major advantage of these works is that they perform inference by simply
passing the input through a neural network, thus remarkably
improving the inference speed for sparse coding. Motivated

Sparsity Parameter Analysis
In the objective function of our method, there is only
one user-speciﬁed parameter, i.e., the sparsity parameter λ,
which controls the trade-off between the sparsity level and
the reconstruction error. In this section, we investigate the
inﬂuence of the parameter w.r.t. the reconstruction loss by
varying the values of λ in Figure 7. The results show that
ISTA and FISTA achieve almost the same loss after around
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combination of all the stored historical outputs and current update. 3) Our method does not require using the precomputed sparse codes as the prior and performs sparse coding in a data driven way.
ISTA
FISTA
LISTA-SC2Net
LFISTA-SC2Net
SLSTM

Loss

101

10−2

Long Short Term Memory Networks

λ

LSTMs have been successfully applied to deal with various
sequential data (Gers, Schraudolph, and Schmidhuber 2002;
Chung et al. 2014; Yao et al. 2015). Different from these
existing methods, our proposed SLSTM is speciﬁcally designed for sparse coding. Another major difference is that
we introduce a smooth sparse activation function (i.e. double
tanh) and modify cell states and output gate to learn sparse
representation. In contrast, LSTMs is quite general and cannot give sparse codes. To the best of our knowledge, this is
one of the ﬁrst works to bridge sparse coding and LSTMs.

10−1

(a) Reconstruction loss vs. λ on MNIST.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel formulation of ISTA, adaptive ISTA, for sparse coding. The proposed adaptive ISTA
employs the per-dimension update strategy and takes the historical information into optimization. With the help of the
RNN-based architecture, we show that the optimization of
adaptive ISTA could be casted as a LSTM with a novel computational unit. To verify the efﬁcacy of our idea, we build a
model, termed SC2Net, which enjoys the end-to-end learning and independence on the sparse codes prior given by traditional 1 -solvers. Extensive experimental results show the
effectiveness of our method comparing with several famous
methods including ISTA, LISTA, FISTA, and LFISTA. In
future, we plan to investigate the effectiveness of our method
for supervised applications such as action recognition (Yang
et al. 2017) and identiﬁcation (Zhu et al. 2016).

Loss

ISTA
FISTA
LISTA-SC2Net
LFISTA-SC2Net
SLSTM

102

10−2

λ

10−1

(b) Reconstruction loss vs. λ on CIFAR-10.

Figure 7: Codes sparsity analysis.
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